
Luxury Ocean Front Vacation Villa Details

PID : 12209

Price : 1129 USD

Bedrooms : 3

Sleeps : 6

Baths : 3

Country : Turks and Caicos

Region : Providenciales

Town : Turtle Tail

Description

Villa Balinese is a luxury oceanfront vacation villa located on the south shore of Providenciales.

Built on an elevated crescent-shaped ridge overlooking the Caribbean waters of the Turks and

Caicos Banks, the Villa Balinese is surrounded by the clear blue panorama of spectacular ocean

vistas and cooled by the constant trade winds. Here is an extraordinary vacation home with simply

the best of everything. Features DescriptionThe kitchen is fully equipped. Stunning ocean views fill

the entire great room as one progress to a large sunken living room with adjoining granite bar. The

master bedroom wing adjoins the angular pool and comprises a suite with 90 degree glass doors

looking out to sea. Each of the guest rooms has a private balcony furnished with handcrafted

Balinese daybeds. The stunning centerpiece of the Villa's living and terraced pool area is the

three-angled over sized infinity pool constructed in emerald green stone.  A limestone walkway

leads to the ocean. The pathway continues down to the ocean, accessed by several steps for a

delightful swim. Surrounding DescriptionHome to the Best Beach in the World, breathtaking hues

from inviting waters, and legendary diving, snorkeling and fishing, the Turks and Caicos Islands

beckon you to an undiscovered Caribbean. Just a short flight from the east coast of the US, our

islands are a tropical classic, a throwback in time where relaxation is unavoidable and rejuvenation

ensured. Nearby Attractions DescriptionYou can go scuba diving or snorkeling. There is also

fishing and sailing. The reef peeper which is a glass bottom boat is nearby and includes many

charter/dive operations. There are numerous restaurants, spas and shopping facilities. The golf

course is of championship caliber. 

Rental Conditions

Property owner

Country : Turks and Caicos Islands

Prices

Low season : 1129   USD

Normal : 1129 USD

High season :  2142.8601074219 USD

To see more details please click Internet Villa Holidays.com
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